Minutes of the Central Hill REP
6th June 2017
Present: Karen Bennett, Nicola Curtis, Victor Hernandez, Andrea Rose, Abraham Nomafo, Pam
Kovachich (part), Jonathan Croucher (chair), Fiona Cliffe, Lucy Payne
Apologies: Mutoka, Helen Redd

Action
1.

2.

Purpose of Meeting
Jonathan outlined the purpose of the meeting in relation to going
forward with the resident engagement post the cabinet decision.
He had met with Sue Foster and Rachel Sharpe and was prepared to
remain as the chair of the group.
He outlined that one of the challenges of the REP had been the
behaviour at meetings which had not always been conducive to
effective conversation. Whilst there were frustrations, it was
important that the meetings were conducted politely. If complaints
were made at meetings and were not immediately able to be resolved,
they either needed to be withdrawn, or made formally. Jonathan also
said that from his perspective the position had been made worse by the
council appearing to end effective engagement with the group back in
September 2016. The residents had justifiable concerns about missed
deadlines and missing information. The Council needed to take more
care and be open when situations changed.
He gave the members of the group the opportunity to raise their issues
and concerns about the process, before moving on to the proposed
engagement structure.
Engagement Structure
Fiona outlined the proposed consultation structure.
Issues arising from this:
Jonathan thought it would be useful to establish the design and
engagement group and then establish the project group.
Nicola said there should be positions for members of the T&RA on the
project group and that those currently on the REP should have an
automatic place on the group.
Fiona said that the current REP could express an interest on being on
the new group, but there should not automatically be positions
available.
Abraham said that within the ToR there is the option to have different
groups:


Membership of the Panel should be representative of the
different groups living on an estate (tenants, resident
leaseholders and resident freeholders) and, where applicable,
any other major group of residents.

Fiona to come back on this.
Lucy had concerns in relation to how these new members would be
identified and appointed.
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3.

4.

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

Fiona explained that the council & PPCR will be pro-active in relation to
getting resident representatives, and would work around numbers in
relation to a selection process. This might not be an issue if numbers of
volunteers were low.
It was greed that at the end of meetings there needed to be a summary
of action points and the draft minutes should be available within a
week.
Homes for Lambeth
Fiona advised that cabinet had now agreed the set-up of HfL. It would
be incorporated ASAP.
She would come back on when.
The group thought that they should have the information on the
structure.
Fiona explained there were 3 parts to the structure and a new element
there was a ‘scrutiny’ group – which would include a tenant
representative, within the hierarchy. There had been an officer paper
on this which will be adapted for the engagement groups.
Fiona to chase when.
DMT Appointment
Fiona outlined the timetable.
There was a concern from the residents that 17th was too short notice
and clashed with the Crystal Palace Overground festival.
Fiona would come back on the council’s position on this ASAP.
Newsletter
This would go out on the 9th June – after the election.
Key Guarantees
The booklets are about to be delivered. The style was as per the original
KGs and consultation booklet. There was no reference to principles and
mechanisms.
IA Scope of Work
This role is being tendered across the programme.
Comments can be given on the scope of work – what the IAs should be
doing.
Housing Management for HfL
Consultation will take place on this work.
Re-housing – Lambeth tenants
Paul Gordon has already spoken to over 65 households about getting
Band A2, and 16 households already on the transfer list have had their
bands up-graded. (Andrea had said the letter going out to tenants on
the transfer list could have been clearer).
4 households are in the process of moving.
Nicola asked about that whether if/when a tenant had been offered 3
properties which they decline, does it mean that the application was
suspended.
Fiona to check.
Fiona did say that if tenants were refusing offers, they should contact
Paul Gordon.
Expressions of Interest for Homeowners

Jonathan/LBL
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9.

10.

Fiona said that to date there had been 20 applications of interest. This
would not be considered until the threat of JR had passed and that HfL
could borrow & cover the interest costs of these purchases.
Fiona to come back on when the funding structure will be in place.
Victor asked what would happen if the JR was on the Key Guarantees
not the Central Hill decision.
Fiona said that the old/2015 guarantees would then apply if the
decision was seen not to have followed process.
Victor said that did not include the Early Buy-back.
Within the expression of interest & within the newsletter, there is a
section in relation to if homeowners who needed to be considered as a
priority. 6 households have already been approved as priority cases.
Moving Forward
It was agreed that meetings needed to be constructive and courteous.
Fiona said the council had a duty of care for officers – there is now a
team on Central Hill. There was also a lot of misinformation on the
estate – it was Lambeth’s & PPCR’s role to correct this. However if
residents are on different groups - specifically Save Central Hill, they
should not put their name to information from the engagement
meetings that they knew was incorrect. Fiona referenced a specific
letter that had been circulated on the estate and some comments
about the integrity of the tenancy officer that she had been told about
on the SCH facebook page. Karen denied that she or SCH had done
anything that undermined the engagement process - SCH were an
independent body that could say whatever it wanted. She said that
she intended to continue to fight the redevelopment through JR,
planning process and any other means possible. She wanted to be on
the REP so she knew what was going on. Tempers flared and Jonathan
called the meeting to order. He expressed his concern that the group
had to communicate calmly and address disagreement civilly or people
would not join in the engagement process. Karen said she would
therefore resign from the engagement process and left the meeting.
Disappointment was expressed that this matter had not been raised in
the earlier discussion when concerns about the past were being aired.
But it was agreed that while emotions were still running high, the
meetings had to remain calm and civil going forward.
Martin Arnold report
Fiona had copies of the report from Jim Martin which identified £40mil
of works. This was given to residents who wanted it. Although the
council had said that the £18 mil would not address all the issues on the
estate it had not made available the report – as it was not part of the
option appraisal process.
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